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The Problem
West Electrical had upgraded
to a software solution that
didn’t work. It caused
unending system downtime
and had poor accounting
capabilities, leaving them
with inaccurate data.
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West Electrical recalls, “We expected the new

support people couldn’t figure out what was
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The Solution

Electrical needed a solution that could create

numbers were accurate, and which weren’t.”

ASI learned about West
Electrical’s business, and
suggested they implement
Sage MAS 90 to restore their
systems to an efficient
capacity.

the appropriate contracts and forms for their

The original secretary to the owner who had

larger jobs, as well as provide them with

been with the company for over 45 years

holding

Tiffany

remembered how to do things by hand (as

explains, “Holding retention is where we hold

she had in the early days of the company),

10% of the amount invoiced and then release

and taught the staff the old methods in order

it in increments as the job progresses to

to help them attempt to verify the data

The Results

ensure everything is completed in a timely

outside

With ASI and Sage MAS 90,
West Electrical was able to
streamline their office,
maintain accurate data
leading to far better
reporting capabilities, and
integrate an additional
solution to assist them with
hold retention requirements.

manner. If a software system can provide this

meant that they had to do the same work two

capability, it will allow us to keep track of how

to three times, wasting precious time and
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To make matters worse, support was difficult
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leaves
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at best. Tiffany explains, “On any given day
we may or may not have been able to reach

Electrical in the Dark
Unfortunately, after purchasing and installing
the software, West Electrical realized that it

someone for help, and towards the end there
wasn’t any support at all.”
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Eventually the

“Our business has benefited greatly from our
partnership with ASI. Their expertise and
knowledge of the Sage MAS 90 system is
incredible, and they were able to tailor it to
meet our specific requirements.”
Tiffany West, Corporate Secretary & Office Manager - West Electrical

software was sold to a new company, and that

versus actual to ensure projects are on track.

new company found it to be so bad they

ASI also gave us a job labor report that allows

ultimately decided not to sell or support it.

us

This only gave West Electrical a year to find

working on. This includes estimated materials,

Whether your business
needs accounting, ERP or
CRM software, e-Business
solutions or custom
developed applications, we
have the proven software
solutions and service your
business needs to grow
and thrive.

something new.

labor and hours as well as the amount the job
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was contracted for, how much we expected to
spend and the cost to date. It’s incredible how

A Light at the End of the Tunnel
new

much more business insight we have now.”

solutions and providers and were eventually

Furthermore, ASI integrated another solution

referred to Accounting Systems, Inc.

“When

called American Institute of Architecture, or

with us we were

AIA for West Electrical’s billing allowing them

immediately impressed with their willingness

to practice hold retention. They can release or

Located in Columbia,
South Carolina,
Accounting Systems, Inc.
was started in 1986 to
assist companies in
selecting a scalable
accounting software
package that not only met
the current needs of their
business, but one that
would adapt to constant
change and future growth.

to learn about our industry, and how we

receive payments in small increments and the

wanted to run our business in order to help us

system keeps track of it all.

select

Through quality
relationships we've
established over the
years, one thing became
evident - our clients began
to rely on us not only for
accounting software, but
to assist them in deciding
what technology solutions
they needed to become
more productive.

A Bright Future

a mistake and don’t figure it out until several

With their new system, West Electrical has

months later, and they are always happy to

been able to streamline their office, get better

help us find a way to fix it! Our business has

reporting, and integrate a solution to assist
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doing business much easier for both the
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listened to our needs and provided us with
educated answers.

We were very excited!”

Tiffany concludes, “ASI has done such a great
job for us, we are always happy to refer them

West Electrical naturally decided to hire ASI

to others.

and chose to implement Sage MAS 90 ERP.

the system is truly incredible, and they provide

Their expertise and knowledge of

almost immediate support. Sometimes I make

The

and the difference

between our old

reduction in workload and ease of use of the

software and Sage MAS 90 is beyond compare.
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It is truly the best solution for our company

reduce their office staff from 6 to 3 employees

and
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everything has turned out.”
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be

happier

with

how

Additionally, ASI was able to create specific
Today, ASI provides
products and services
designed to streamline a
company's complete
infrastructure. Serving
clients across the nation
while providing a personal,
local touch is what we do
best. Come experience
the ASI difference.

reports which allows West Electrical to view
their business data more efficiently.

Tiffany

explains, “As a company that handles contract
jobs, it is important for us to be able to look up
certain data on a regular basis.

We are now
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able to track our estimated materials and labor
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